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Punchline ↑late-time four-point
-

We solved"&(V) model & large N

in dS Ifinite SN
-> Confirm & extend results from stochastic approach

· Starbinski, Yokoyama
Gorbenko, Senatore

- Noutrivial check of positivity
of spectral density

· Hogervorst, Peredones, Vaziri

Dicerbatehero,
sk

- Exploration of analyticity



Why non-perturbative RFT

in dS?



Nonperturbative RFTindS
- Intuition from perturb theory can be misguiding
- IR problem for lightscalar

- For some questions, non-perturbative effects

may be
crucial, prob, for reheating (Cohen et all

I,primordial blackhole formation



IR problem

-
- particle production due to expansion

-
secular divergence:1-loop grows logarithmically

& late time

- Some even argued OFT for lightscalar

in dS is ilIdefined



Of course, we now "know"itis well-defined

- Resummation based on stochastic approach
~> sensible answer

- Lesson from OCN)

E -> Differentvacuum



Unitarity & Analyticity



Conformal Partial wave for de Sitter

- Isometry of dSdl
=SOId+1, 1) conformal group

in d-dim

=>(OR) 0m) 0x) 0 m) y =

0

=If 9510 Fr,s P,2, x3.(4) +----d C
means
areen

J 6=a +iR spectral conformal partial wave
density

-> f5 (0) 20 for Unitarity



Positivity:Arough sketch

- Con020s &4): Inin correlators fros
~
-

Fig
- 1.



Analyticity
- In all the examples we know, 951)

only has poles (NO branch cuts

- Spectral Amplitude:fx(0) (95(x) =E(f5(x +f,(d-x))

,/Gary, y
/



~ bound state

-

Complementalhe
~ resonance

,, 11.Gary, y
/

dS flat



Argumentfor analyticity
- Many examples

/"minus"EAds 2 anterflow- Rotation to 6

dS
v ·Taronna, Sleighti-EAds 7-+2

· DiPietro, Gorbenko, SK

-> CFT in dS · Hogenvorstet al.

x X
0

a

al axis -45-~F
Sphere LEAdS 12 folded sphere



O(N) model:sample of results



Sketch of Denivation

- S - (EApip +m22: +x(24)
2N

- Hubbard- Stratonovich

S- SE"+m? -+E
- Quadratic in $"is integrate outb

-> Seff ()
=N( - - logdet(2 +m +2)]

-> saddle point5x

- Correlator from fluctuations around Sets (**)



of results

U

-Sample I- 244 ~ dr Bis partial wave
-

W

· Both are 0.11
- (x +10

· Ge oscillates

2
- mbane & milubble -> MPhys =mFlubblet-----

perturbation iS ( m2 +xx) agrees with
"IRdivergent" stochastic approach



Future Direction



Conclusion
-

- Large N theory in as is useful

for checks of positivity, analyticity, stochastic

Future
-
- Large N theories as solvable toy

models

for nonperturbative physics in cosmology?
· PBH, reheating

- CFT +perturb in dS -> EAdS ?

- Bounding (14 using positivity...
· Sum rule (Bonifacio, Mazac, Pal]


